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New technologies and materials are often proprietary or kept secret
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Simulation models
I

Quantum transport
+ Best physics, close to "first principles"
- Limited device size and problem complexity
- CPU months, only DC

I

Boltzmann equation
+ Semiclassical physics with lots of quantum mechanics
+ Large devices, coupled problems, DC, AC, noise, (HB or transient)
- CPU hours, bulk model required

I

Drift-diffusion, hydrodynamic model
+ Semiconductor equations and multi-physics
+ Very large devices or small circuits, coupled problems, DC, AC,
noise, HB, transient, CPU seconds
- Transport parameters, limited accuracy

I

Compact models
+ CPU milliseconds, large circuits, DC, AC, noise, HB, transient
- Analytical equations with device parameters, limited physics
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I
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Consistent simulation hierarchy
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I

Lower levels are based on approximations of the upper levels
E.g.: DD is based on the first two moments of the BE

I

Parameter generation for lower levels (table models or analytical
expressions) ⇒ Consistency
E.g.: Mobility for the DD model by BE bulk simulations

I

Higher levels require fewer parameters and are easier to match to
basic experiments

I

Benchmark simulations by higher levels to assess accuracy of
approximations (not measurements)
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First example: THz npn SiGe HBT
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2D THz SiGe HBT
VCB = 0.1V
Log scale

Linear scale

For VBE larger than 0.9V overestimation by DD/HD models

2D THz SiGe HBT
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DD and HD model fail!

2D THz SiGe HBT
VCB = 0.1V , BE results
Transit time distribution

Extrinsic contributions

Emitter dominates the transit time! Why?
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2D THz SiGe HBT
VBE = 0.84V

Output characteristics with impact ionization
fT ∗ BVCE0 ≈ 1100GHzV

2D THz SiGe HBT
VCB = 0.1V
VCB = 0.1V , 100GHz

VBE = 0.7V , VCB = 0.1V

Noise characterization

2D THz SiGe HBT
I

(At least) three orders
of magnitude slower
than DD/HD model

I

Dependent on SHE
order

I

Dependent on the bias

I

Dependent on the initial
potential

OLED

Schematic Structure of an OLED Device and the
Organic Stack

I

HTL: hole transport layer

I

EL: emission layer

I

ETL: electron transport layer

I

LUMO: lowest unoccupied molecule orbital

I

HOMO: highest occupied molecule orbital
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Characteristics of Carrier Transport
Very strong mobility dependence on temperature, field and carrier
concentration
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No spurious particle heating! (Vgate = Vdrain = 1V )
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